16th European Dermatology Congress

June 07-08, 2017  Milan, Italy

Scientific Program
Day 1       June 07, 2017

Barcelona 1

Keynote Forum

09:30-09:40  Introduction

09:40-10:10  Title: Blood based biomarkers for diagnosis, prognosis and monitoring of patients with melanoma
Mel Ziman, Edith Cowan University, Australia

10:10-10:40  Title: Recurrent Skin Telangiectasia
Leonardo Corcos, Italian Society of Phlebolymphology, Italy

Panel Discussion

Networking & Refreshments 10:40-10:55 @ Foyer

10:55-11:25  Title: Centro facial rejuvenation: facial plastic surgery or volume lifting
Thomas Haffner, Semmelweis University, Germany

Group Photo @ 11:25-11:30

Major Sessions: Melanoma | Acute Dermatological Diseases | Cosmetic and Aesthetic Dermatology | Clinical Immunology | Cosmetic Industry | Psoriasis | Fungal Skin Infections
Session Chair: Mel Ziman, Edith Cowan University Australia
Session Co-Chair: Abnoeal Bakus, Laser and Dermatology Institute, USA

Session Introduction

11:30-11:55  Title: Facial Cosmetic Acupuncture: New interpretation of ancient secrets and effective protocols in different cases/review
Evlan Sarac, Florida College of Integrative Medicine, USA

11:55-12:20  Title: Non-invasive body shaping treatments
Jeanie Leddon, University of Colorado Medical School, USA

12:20-12:45  Title: New technique for the treatment of active acne after failure of Accutane, antibiotics and topical Rx’s, also a non-prescription approach to treatment
Abnoeal Bakus, Laser and Dermatology Institute, USA

12:45-13:10  Title: Epidemiologic characteristics and risk factor identification in patients with suspected onychomycosis
Eleonora Dubljajin, University of Belgrade, Serbia

13:10-13:35  Title: Evidenced based materials from Brazilian Biodiversity used in Cosmetics
Fábio Perazzo, The Federal University of São Paulo, Brazil

Panel Discussion

Lunch Break 13:35-14:35 @ Restaurant

14:35-15:00  Title: IL-10+ Breg cells are inversely correlated with IFN-γ+ NK cells and IL-17+ NK Cells in Psoriasis and Psoriatic Arthritis
Lazaros I Sakkas, University of Thessaly, Greece

15:00-15:25  Title: Multidisciplinary approach to the treatment of aesthetic defects caused by scars
Kateryna Grebchenko, Bogomolets National Medical University, Ukraine

15:25-15:50  Title: News in Periorbital Hyperpigmentation Treatment
Amani Saad, University of London, UK
Title: Preventive effect of Cacao extract on UVB-induced skin wrinkle formation via inhibition of DNA methylation
Tae-Aug Kim, CHA University, South Korea

Networking & Refreshments 16:15-16:30 @ Foyer

Workshop

16:30-17:00
Title: Blepharoplasty with Orbicularis Augmentation and Orbicularis Lifting
Thomas Haffner, Semmelweis University, Germany

Panel Discussion

Day 2 June 08, 2017

Barcelona 1

Keynote Forum

09:00-09:30
Title: Investigator-assessed efficacy and safety of sonidegib 200 mg QD in patients with locally advanced basal cell carcinoma: Results of the BOLT 30-month analysis
Michael R Migden, University of Texas, USA

09:30-10:00
Title: Development of a novel botanical product for management of Atopic dermatitis & other chronic dermal inflammatory conditions
Anu Taneja Singh, Dabur research foundation, India

10:00-10:30
Title: Clinical development & commercialization of a novel botanical product for management of Atopic dermatitis & other chronic dermal inflammatory conditions
Manu Jaggi, Dabur research foundation, India

Panel Discussion

Networking & Refreshments 10:30-10:45 @ Foyer

Major sessions: Bacterial Skin Infections | Skin Cancer | Bacterial Skin Diseases | Research in Dermatology
Session Chair: Thomas Haffner Semmelweis University, Germany
Session Co-Chair: Michael R Migden, University of Texas, USA

10:45-11:10
Title: Evaluation of the Cutaneous Leishmaniasis treatment in AL-MER GHEB, LIBYA
Giuma El haddar, Al-Khoms Teaching Hospital, Libya

11:10-11:35
Title: Knowledge, attitude and practice study on acne in a Teriary care hospital in South India
Shruti Kakar, SS Institute of Medical Sciences & Research, India

11:35-12:00
Title: Pattern and clinical Characteristics of nail changes in Geriatric population
Gitika Sanodia, SS Institute of Medical Sciences & Research, India

12:00-12:25
Title: A case of Lipidized Dermatofibroma
Jae Yun Lim, Sungkyunkwan University School of Medicine, Korea

12:25-12:50
Title: Comparison study between the efficacy of oral Azithromycin pulse therapy with daily Unicycline in the treatment of Acne Vulgaris
Rahaf Homsieh, Safe Beauty Clinic, Syria

12:50-13:15
Title: Losartan ointment relieves hypertrophic scars and keloid: A pilot study
keshvad hedayatifard, Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences, Iran

Panel Discussion

Lunch Break 13:15-14:15 @ Restaurant

14:15-14:40
Title: Establishment of diagnose follicular occlusion tetrad
Aulia Rahman, Dr Moewardi General Hospital -Sebelas Maret University, Indonesia

Workshop
14:40-15:10  Title: Evidenced based materials from Brazilian Biodiversity used in Cosmetics.
Fábio Perazzo, The Federal University of São Paulo, Brazil

Poster Presentations 15:10-16:00

EDC01  Title: Metastatic neuroendocrine carcinoma in the skin
Sirunya Silapunt, University of Texas McGovern Medical School, USA

EDC02  Title: Prevalence, recurrence, and cost burden of locally advanced basal cell carcinoma (BCC) not amenable to surgery or radiotherapy in the UK
Michael R Migden, University of Texas, USA

EDC03  Title: Selection Criteria For MOHS Micrographic Surgery (MMS) for Non Melanoma Cancer (NMSC) Treatment in THE UK - A review
Ali Ansari, King's College London Medical School, UK

EDC04  Title: Hair Extensions/Wigs and their Association with Premature Hair Loss and Scalp Disorders in women
Stacy Vason, Stacy Vason HairCare LLC, USA

EDC05  Title: Activity of an Intimate Hygiene cleanser against vulvovaginal Candidiasis
Franco Gasparri, University of Salerno, Italy

EDC06  Title: Muco-adhesive properties of an Intimate Hygiene cleanser against vulvovaginal Candidiasis
Franco Gasparri, University of Salerno, Italy

EDC07  Title: Clinico-Mycological pattern of nail infections in New Delhi
Ravinder Kaur, Lady Hardinge Medical College, India

EDC08  Title: Hidradenitis Suppurativa: What shouldn't happen
Filipa H Silva and Joana V Gomes, Portugal

EDC09  Title: Skin care routine among female medical students at king abdulaziz university hospital (KAUH), Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Mawaddah Tallab, Medical intern KAUH, KSA

EDC10  Title: The fabrication of a Nano fiber wound dressing for diabetic wound healing
Iman Habibi, Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences, Iran

EDC11  Title: Comparison of two screening tools to detect the early psoriasis arthritis in patients with severe psoriasis: a hospital study
N V Batkaeva, RUDN University, Russia

Panel Discussion
Networking & Refreshments 16:00-16:15 @ Foyer
Award & Closing Ceremony

Bookmark your dates
17th European Dermatology Congress
March 01-03, 2018  Paris, France

E-mail: dermatologycongress@dermatologyconference.org; dermatologycongress@conferenceseries.net
Website: http://dermatology.conferenceseries.com/europe/